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INTRODUCTION
NPE technology is the result of 20 years of Research & Development for the generation of
electricity using a highly efficient, low-cost technology that produces no environmental
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pollution.
NPE is a technology aimed at energy production and the abatement of pollution, a major
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issue today, developed by the company New Power Energy kft, 1113 Budapest, Bartόk Bèla
út 96, Hungary.

market.
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New Power Energy Kft is now selling this technology to potential buyers able to bring it to
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This document is intended to provide general information on the developed technology.
Any buyers who are seriously interested can ask for more detailed information and a
demonstration of a working prototype that uses NPE technology.
To watch videos of the testing carried out on the prototype using NPE technology, visit:
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WWW.NEWPOWERENERGY.COM

New Power Energy Kft hereby states that all the information reported in this
documentation corresponds to 6 years of testing.
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NPE TECHNOLOGY
It should be noted that NPE technology is based upon confidential knowhow that
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cannot be disclosed in this document.

NPE Tech:

- is scalable to provide solutions to different markets

- can be used to construct a MW-scale power plant
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- can supply domestic (e.g. 220V 50/60Hz) and industrial (e.g. 380V 50/60Hz) customers
- can produce electrical power at lower costs than other technologies
- has zero CO2 emissions
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- produces no ionizing electromagnetic radiation
- produces no nuclear radiation

- is based upon readily available components and materials
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- can power a steam turbine using the heat produced by the process itself, thereby
reducing running costs even further

New Power Energy Kft can state that the NPE Tech working prototype is able to produce
up to 7.5kW of electrical power, and is available for viewing in the showroom in northern
Italy.
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NEW POWER ENERGY KFT

With this document, New Power Energy kft aims to provide information on the applications
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and potential profits deriving from NPE technology. These applications may vary

ve

depending on the strategic market choices of potential buyers.

The NPE Tech prototype is a very high energy efficiency appliance with the main
characteristic of producing very low-cost electricity, without polluting CO2 emissions,
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without polluting electromagnetic radiation emissions, and without polluting nuclear
radiation emissions. It will be possible to build the first zero-emission power plant with
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NPE Tech.

NPE technology uses a special process, based on various chemical-physical reactions,
aimed at making COMBUSTION non-polluting. The raw materials used in the chemicalphysical process can be regenerated and reused. This technology is the result of the
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assembly of various components that are already patented and put together in such a
way as to obtain a completely innovative process, making this technology a DISCOVERY.
NPE technology is able to achieve zero pollution in all the industrial sectors already on
the market, making the chimneys non-polluting.

It will also be possible, through a sector-specific study, to make car COMBUSTION nonpolluting, resulting in close-to-zero pollution emissions from vehicles. This application will
preserve the world oil economy, preventing global disruption of the transport sector and
also limiting the global greenhouse effect.
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EARNING POTENTIAL
A study by New Power Energy kft estimates that one MW/hour of electricity produced
using NPE Tech would cost about €12.50, equivalent to €0.0125/kWh.
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There is therefore an important earning potential for the buyer.

Average cost of energy supplied by various providers
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= 0.25 € - KW/h

Cost of energy produced by NPE

= 0.0125 € - KW/h
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------(15 hours of use) - € 3.75

Average daily cost of NPE

(15 hours of use) - € 0.18
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Average daily cost of various providers
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PATENT

NPE technology uses a special process, based on various chemical-physical reactions,
aimed at making COMBUSTION non-polluting; the process does not create polluting waste
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and even enables reuse of the various raw materials employed.

This technology uses components that have already been patented and easily available
worldwide. These existing components are assembled in such a way as to obtain a
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completely innovative process, making this technology a DISCOVERY.

Because this is a DISCOVERY derived from chemical-physical reactions and not an
INVENTION, the technology is patent-free. New Power Energy kft intends to agree the
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strategy to be adopted for any patents with potential buyers.
NPE technology is currently considered an industrial secret.
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NEXT STEPS

New Power Energy kft is willing to consider offers from governmental bodies, private
sector companies and even individuals who have the means to purchase and exploit

ve

this technology.

contact: Gianni Soglia
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If you are interested in learning more about NPE Tech, please

Email: info@newpowerenergy.com
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Certified email: newpowerenergy@mypec.eu
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Telephone: +39 0535 52252 (showroom in Italy)
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